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Autonomous highlighting of damage in protective polymer coatings
allows on-demand maintenance and enables prolongation of the life-

Conceptual insights

times of the coated materials. To monitor the entire cycle of damage

The exposure of materials to environmental stress causes damage and can
eventually lead to catastrophic failure. Monitoring the intactness of materials,
such as polymeric coatings, can provide a warning of impending failure and
significantly prolong their lifetimes. In this manuscript, we introduce the
novel concept of a health-state monitoring system for coatings that can
indicate when damage occurs and, additionally, when it has been healed. To
achieve this monitoring system, we integrated capsules that can self-indicate
their damage via the development of color in the coatings. Hence, when the
coating is damaged, the capsules break and the damaged spot is highlighted.
As a second feature, the color development is reversed in the presence of
(self-)healing compounds to allow tracking of the healing process. Thus, in
the first step, damage is highlighted via color ‘‘turn-on’’ and, in a subsequent
step, a propagating healing reaction ‘‘turns oﬀ’’ the damage indication
system to trace the healing reaction and allow full control over the healing
process. We envision that our reversible self-reporting system can pave the
way towards a new generation of materials with multiple autonomous
reporting functions to display the current health states of materials – from
the occurrence of damage to successful healing.

occurrence and successful healing, one must be able to visualize both
processes and display the current health-state of the coating. Herein,
we equipped coatings with nanocapsules that can self-indicate their
mechanical micro-damage via color development. Hence, whenever
the coating was damaged, the capsules broke and highlighted the
damaged spot. As a second feature, the color development was
reversed and discoloration occurred in the presence of (self-)healing
compounds, allowing the user to monitor the healing process. Thus, in
the first step, damages were highlighted via color ‘‘turn-on’’ and in the
subsequent step a propagating healing reaction ‘‘turns-oﬀ’’ the
damage indication system to trace the healing reaction and allow
monitoring of the entire health cycle.

Polymer coatings can act as protective envelopes around many
materials to prolong their lifetimes (e.g. preventing corrosion
of metals1,2) until exposure to environmental stress leads to
damage of the coatings and impairment of their protective
functions.3,4 Hence, it is important to detect and repair
damages as early as possible. However, minor (nano- or microscale) damages are hardly visible, and common coatings do not
possess the ability to autonomously highlight cracks to alert the
user to impending failure. To endow coatings with an autonomous
damage-reporting function, dye-loaded microcapsules have been
integrated in polymeric coatings.5 Upon mechanical damage of the
coating and subsequent rupturing of the capsules, the released
indicator dye can change its chemical structure via UV-light
exposure,6,7 chemical reaction,8–10 or physical aggregation11,12
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to present a visible or fluorescent signal at the damaged spot.
In addition, some bulk polymer materials can change their
color upon mechanical stress via chemical transformation of the
polymers.13–15 Thus, micro-damage in the coating is autonomously
highlighted to initiate maintenance of the coating.
Currently, damage occurring in coatings can be reversibly
healed by a number of well-established self-healing systems.16–19
Thus, self-healing coatings can heal cracks by dynamic formation
of reversible chemical bonds,20–27 by covalent crosslinking
polymerization of monomers released from microcapsules28–30
or by generating radicals during the damage process, which can
initiate the repair reaction.31 Thus, the success of damage
healing depends on several factors, such as the distribution
of self-healing agents within the coating, the environmental
temperature, and the size and depth of the damage. Thus,
monitoring the success of damage healing is essential to guarantee
the protective function of the coating and to indicate required
coating maintenance. Therefore, it is essential to visualize
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damage that is not being healed with a self-reporting system.
However, when the irreversible damage-reporting capsules
described in the literature to date are combined with selfhealing coatings, the capsules can highlight the crack even if it
is being or has already been healed.32
To enable simultaneous monitoring of damages in coatings
and their self-healing, the optical damage indication must be
reversible. Currently, a hurdle to this reversibility is that
the incorporated healing agents cannot deactivate the active
indicator to turn oﬀ the optical signal. Therefore, it is crucial to
create a system that can not only turn on the signal to report the
appearance of damage, but can additionally turn oﬀ the signal
to report that the damage is being healed.
Here, we introduce a nanocapsule-based system for autonomously monitoring the appearance and healing of mechanical
micro-damage in polymeric coatings. Our damage appearance
and healing monitoring system is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1. First, we designed a three-component nanocapsular system
(Fig. 1a) in which the damage-indicating dye is encapsulated
within a protective polymer shell which is further coated with a
color developer. When the shell is mechanically broken, the
released inactive dye (decolored form) becomes active (colored
form) by reacting with the color developer. In this manner, the
nanocapsules autonomously report their destruction; this system
allows spatial and functional separation from the surrounding
medium and other capsules, enabling the universal use of this
self-reporting nanocapsule-based system to indicate damages in
various coatings (Fig. 1b). As an additional feature, in addition to
color indication, a defined second reaction between the color
indication system and the surrounding medium can be implemented. Thus, the interactions between the dye and the color
developer can be reversibly deactivated by diﬀerent self-healing

Fig. 1 (a) Scheme of a damage self-reporting capsule. The colorless
damage-indicating dye (CVL) is encapsulated in a silica-coated polymer
shell. When the capsule shell is broken, the released dye is developed
through interaction with silica to aﬀord a deep blue color (CVL+).
(b) Damage self-reporting capsules embedded in a waterborne polymeric
coating to indicate crack appearance and self-healing. When mechanical
damage occurs, the dye is released and reacts locally with the color
developer at the surface of the ruptured capsules to highlight the damaged
spot via a colorimetric indication. When self-healing agents come in
contact with the dye, the color disappears; this lack of visible color enables
monitoring of the self-healing reaction.
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compounds or byproducts of self-healing reactions. Consequently,
the self-reporting capsule-based system can not only turn on its
optical signal for sensing cracks in coatings, but can also turn oﬀ
the signal by interacting with healing agents to highlight only the
damage that is not being healed.
Crystal violet lactone (CVL) was selected as a color indication
dye because of its intense color change capabilities through
selective reaction with manifold compounds, which can develop
or remove its color.33,34 Reversible opening of the lactone ring
of colorless CVL can be induced through hydrogen bonding
(e.g. through the silanol groups of silica, see Fig. S1 in the ESI†)
to form CVL+, which has an intense blue color (Fig. 2a, photograph (i) and (ii)). To demonstrate the color development, CVL
was dissolved in phenyl acetate and added dropwise onto silica
powder. An intense blue color immediately evolved, indicating the
conversion of CVL to CVL+ (see Movie 1, ESI†); this can be
monitored by a broad absorption peak with a maximum at
l = 603 nm via UV/Vis measurements (Fig. 2b).
In addition to the color developing mechanism, the color
deletion mechanism in the presence of various decoloring
agents was investigated. Ethanol, diethylenetriamine (DETA)
and multivalent alkynes are common self-healing components28,35,36
or byproducts37–39 of self-healing reactions; they were found to be
suitable as decoloring reagents. To demonstrate the decoloring
feature, different amounts of decoloring agent were mixed with
CVL+ which had previously been developed in the presence of
silica powder (Fig. 2a, photograph (iii)). The absorption band of
the colored CVL+ at 603 nm decreased with increasing amounts
of decoloring agent (Fig. 2c). Although all three agents showed a
color-deleting effect on CVL+, their decoloring kinetics were
noticeably different: the multivalent alkyne deleted the blue color
in two hours, while DETA and ethanol deleted the color within
minutes (see Movie 2–4, ESI†). Additionally, the amounts of
decoloring agents that can initiate the color-deleting effects were
found to be different (Fig. S3, ESI†). Thus, variations in the colorremoving efficiency between the different decoloring agents and
CVL+ or silica are probably related to their different decoloring
mechanisms. The strong blue color of CVL+ is initiated by
hydrogen bonding of the relatively acidic hydroxyl groups of silica
with the carboxylate groups of CVL+.40 Breakage of these hydrogen
bonds, and consequent color fading, can be achieved by adding
either polar alcohols, such as ethanol, that insert between the
silica and the CVL+,41 or by adding base. The dependence of the
color development on the acid/base equilibrium is apparent from
the 1H NMR spectra in solution. As shown in Fig. S4 (ESI†), color
developing with HCl causes the expected downfield shift of the
aromatic proton signals of CVL due to opening of the lactone ring.
Addition of DETA, on the other hand, immediately neutralizes
the effect of HCl and quantitatively restores CVL from CVL+.
To understand the color-deleting capability of the multivalent
alkyne, it should be noted that the alkyne substitution reaction of
trimethylolpropane does not reach 100% completion. Instead, a
mixture of mono-, di- and trisubstituted products is obtained
(Fig. S8, ESI†). The main product (83 mol%) is the trivalent alkyne;
however, the incomplete conversion results in many unsubstituted alcohol groups. To evaluate the color-deleting effect of the
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Fig. 2 (a) Color development and color deletion reactions of the dye system. Photographs of (i) silica powder, (ii) a mixture of silica and CVL powder after
development of the color and (iii) silica and CVL powder after the addition of diﬀerent decoloring agents to delete the blue color. (b) UV/Vis spectra of
CVL and CVL mixed with silica nanoparticles. (c) UV/Vis spectra of CVL+ reacted with diﬀerent amounts of the decoloring agents, namely multivalent
alkyne, diethylenetriamine, and ethanol. (d) FTIR spectra of a CVL powder, a mixture of silica and a CVL powder after developing of the color, and CVL+
with three decoloring agents (multivalent alkyne, diethylenetriamine, and ethanol).

hydroxyl groups of the partially alkyne-substituted trimethylolpropane, we added trimethylolpropane to a silica/CVL mixture
(CVL in its open ring structure, with blue color). As a result, the
trimethylolpropane quickly deleted the color. As an additional
experiment, we investigated whether propargyl bromide (with
its alkyne group) could delete the color; we found that it has no
color-deleting effect. Thus, the hydroxyl groups of trimethylolpropane (and its mono- and disubstituted forms) delete the color.
Most probably, the hydroxyl groups of the alcohols can insert
between the CVL and silica to break their hydrogen bonds.
In contrast to the relatively acidic hydroxyl group of the silica
(pKa E 6.8 for small particles),42 the much less acidic alcoholic
hydroxyl group (pKa E 17) is less likely to force a ring opening
reaction and enables closure of the ring (color deletion). Thus,
when a mixture of mono-, di- and trialkyne-containing methylolpropanes is used for the self-healing reaction, two functions are
provided: (1) The alkyne groups will react with azides and form a
polymer network; (2) the leftover hydroxyl groups, which are
positioned as side chains of the formed polymer network, will
delete the color of the CVL. Therefore, the color deletion remains
even after the self-healing is completed.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

Additionally, the hydrogen bonding ability between the dye,
the hydroxyl groups of the silica, and the decoloring agents was
investigated via FTIR spectroscopy (Fig. 2d). The pure CVL
shows a band at 1747 cm1 due to the vibration of the CQO
group of the lactone ring. When silica reacts with CVL, a new
band arises in the spectrum of CVL+ at 1587 cm1; this can be
ascribed to the carboxylate group of the opened lactone ring.
This band disappears when the color-deleting agents interact
with CVL+, indicating the closure of the lactone ring.43 Thus,
the color of CVL can be developed with silica and can be deleted
by self-healing agents or byproducts of the healing reaction.
In order to design the above-described damage selfreporting capsule, three compounds were engineered together
in one nanomaterial. The inactive and colorless CVL was
encapsulated in a protective poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
shell, and the surface of the capsule was decorated with colordeveloping silica nanoparticles. The spatial separation of CVL
and silica by the protective polymer shell was achieved in a
one-step miniemulsion solvent-evaporation process (details in
Experimental section and Fig. S5, ESI†), in which the silica
particles function as a Pickering stabilizer. At the beginning of
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Fig. 3 Tuning of the color response and mechanical stability of the damage self-reporting nanocapsules. (a) SEM image, (b) and (c) TEM images and (d)
SEM–EDX silicon mapping of the fabricated nanocapsules (scale bars are 300 nm, 300 nm, 100 nm, and 100 nm, respectively). (e) Optical photographs of
d2
dried capsule suspensions with different critical buckling pressures. (f) Absorption intensities at l = 603 nm of the dried capsules as a function of their 2
R
 2

d
values as determined by UV/Vis measurements. (g) A suspension of the capsules at the highest critical buckling pressure
¼
0:047
was dried without
R2
the development of blue color. When these dried capsules were ground with a pestle, a strong blue color developed. (h) AFM height images of a capsule
 2

d
¼ 0:006 in suspension before and after rupture. (i) Changes in the normalized apparent heights of the capsules with increasing set-point force. The
2
R
area indicated in cyan marks the values measured after rupturing of the capsules.

the solvent-evaporation process, PMMA and CVL were homogeneously dissolved in a mixture of chloroform and phenylacetate.
During the evaporation of the chloroform, the PMMA became
insoluble and the phase separated from the phenyl acetate to form
the solid capsule shell, while the CVL remained dissolved in
phenyl acetate to consequently create the liquid core. The
raspberry-like surface topology of the capsules was observed
via scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging (Fig. 3a), and
their core–shell morphology was observed via transmission
electron microscope (TEM) imaging (Fig. 3b and c). The silica
nanoparticles cover the shell of the nanocapsules, as shown by
the SEM–EDX mapping image (Fig. 3d).
For successful implementation of the prepared nanocapsules
as damage-indication systems in coatings, their mechanical
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response must be tuned so that they do not break in suspension or during the process of embedding in the coating, but
exclusively when they are exposed to air (e.g. through a crack in the
coating). The mechanical stability of micro-/submicrocapsules is
related to the critical buckling pressure (pc) of spherical capsules,44
which mainly relates to the radius (R) and shell thickness (d) of the
capsules as follows:
pc /

d2
R2

(1)

To further understand the mechanical stability of the capsules,
diﬀerent submicro-/nanocapsules with diﬀerent pc values were
prepared. By varying the silica concentration, the amount
of PMMA, and the sonication amplitude, the hydrodynamic
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diameter of the capsules can be tuned between approximately
200 and 1100 nm and the shell thicknesses can be tuned
between approximately 10 and 120 nm (Table S1, ESI†). First,
the stability of the capsules was tested by drying the capsules
under ambient conditions. The white suspensions of capsules
were drop-casted on glass slides and dried for several hours at
room temperature. During drying of the dispersions, capillary
forces between the particles will occur in two ways: first, during
recession of the air–water interface from the outmost layer of
particles down to the substrate, and second, during drying of the
remaining menisci. These forces can cause the capsules to
collapse during drying, depending on their mechanical stability,
and a blue color then develops. After drying, the capsules with
different shell thicknesses developed varying intensities of blue
color (Fig. 3e). We used eqn (1) to evaluate the critical buckling
pressures of the capsules44 and tune the color development.
As shown in Fig. 3f, the color intensity decreased with increasing
d2
d2
value of 2 . The capsules with 2 o 0:030 developed an intense
R
R
blue color, indicating that the shells had been damaged during
the drying process owing to their weak shell stability (Fig. S6a,
d2
ESI†). However, capsules with 2 4 0:030 showed no blue color
R
and displayed a white color after drying, indicating that the
capsules were able to resist the drying process (Fig. S6b, ESI†). To
further test the robustness of the capsules and to demonstrate
their capability to still develop a blue color upon breaking,
the dried capsules with higher critical buckling pressure
 2

d
¼ 0:047 were subsequently ground with a pestle. After
R2
grinding, the submicrocapsules developed a blue color, indicating the destruction of the shell and the color development ability
of the submicrocapsules (Fig. 3g). To estimate the force needed
to break the capsules during the drying process, the capillary
force (Fc) can be calculated according to eqn (S2) in the ESI.† For
example, the capillary force for capsules with a diameter of
300 nm can be calculated as Fc = 65 nN (eqn (S4), ESI†). To
investigate if this calculated capillary force is enough to break
the capsules, we performed atomic force microscopy (AFM)
measurements in which we applied a certain force to one capsule
in an aqueous environment. With AFM, a defined force can be
applied directly with the tip of the cantilever on a single capsule
until it breaks (Fig. 3h). Fig. 3i further shows that the apparent
height of the capsules decreases when they are imaged using an
increasing contact force. When the contact force reached a
certain threshold, the apparent height of the capsules dramatically declined to a very low value; this remained constant after
the initial low contact force was applied again, indicating that
the capsule had been irreversibly ruptured. Hence, the rupture
forces of the investigated capsules can be precisely measured (for
the investigated cases, 30 to 75 nN) and fine-tuned depending on
the shell thickness. The determined forces are in good agreement with the capillary force that occurs on the capsules during
drying (as calculated from eqn (2), ESI†).
To demonstrate the capability of the damage self-reporting
capsules for micro-crack indication in coatings, we combined

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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the nanocapsules with a low critical bulking pressure
 2

d
¼
0:006
that break upon exposure to air with a commerR2
cially available waterborne polymer coating (approx. 100 mm
thick). Therefore, the nanocapsule suspension was firstly
coated on a glass slide, pre-dried and sealed with the commercial coating to avoid breakage of the capsules (for details, see
the Experimental section). Introduction of the capsules to the
commercial coating caused only a minor decrease of the
transparency of the coating, which retained its optical properties (Fig. S10 and S11, ESI†). Micro-cracks were artificially
induced by scratching with a razor blade and were observed by
stereomicroscopy and SEM. While the control coating without any
nanocapsules showed no color development (Fig. 4a), the coating
containing nanocapsules highlighted the induced micro-cracks
via the appearance of a strong blue color (Fig. 4b). Hence, the
described system autonomously reports the damaging of a coating
upon mechanical disintegration. By chemically modifying the
release properties of the capsules (e.g. redox-responsive
release),45 other types of damage, such as redox-disintegration
of the coating, can be detected in the future as well.
In the next step, the chemical response of the coating system
with self-healing compounds was tested to investigate whether
only non-healed damage can be reported. Therefore, the reversibility of the color development process through the reaction
with self-healing compounds was demonstrated by analyzing
the color-deletion properties of CVL+ in the presence of multivalent alkyne and azide (self-healing monomers), which can
form a polymer network suitable for self-healing via ‘‘click’’
chemistry at room temperature and achieve a self-healing
eﬃciency of nearly 100% after 48 h.28 In addition to the two
‘‘click’’ monomers, we added a Cu(I)Br(PPh3)3 catalyst to significantly accelerate the healing reaction at lower temperatures
(Fig. S7, ESI†). When multivalent alkyne, multivalent azide and
Cu(I)Br(PPh3)3 were added into the strongly blue colored crack,
the color slowly vanished in a time frame of two days until it
finally completely disappeared. Simultaneously, the crack was
healed (Fig. 4c). Hence, the capsule system can be applied
to autonomously indicate the ‘‘click’’-induced healing of the
coating when the blue color is reversibly deleted. In addition to
the ‘‘click’’-chemistry healing system, we showed that other
classes of self-healing reactions, including the epoxy-amine36
and PDMS self-healing37 systems, can turn oﬀ the optical signal
and therefore indicate a successful self-healing reaction. In the
case of the epoxy-amine self-healing system, the free amine
groups of the healing agents delete the color (see Movie 3,
ESI†); meanwhile, in the case of the PDMS self-healing system,
the color of CVL+ is deleted by the ethanol that is produced
during the healing reaction (see Movie 4, ESI†).
In summary, we have developed a reversible damage selfreporting nanocapsular system, which was subsequently used
to monitor micro-crack appearance and healing in coatings.
Therefore, a three-component capsule was designed which
contains an inactive dye in the liquid core, a protective polymer
shell and color-developing silica nanoparticles on its surface.
Breakage of the shell enables autonomous destruction-reporting
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Fig. 4 Autonomous colorimetric indication of crack appearance and color deletion to report crack healing. Optical photographs (left and middle
column) and SEM images (right column) of a micro-crack in a polymeric coating in the (a) absence and (b) presence of damage self-reporting
nanocapsules. (c) The colored micro-crack is healed and reversibly becomes colorless when in contact with the self-healing system composed of
multivalent alkyne, multivalent azide, and Cu(I)Br(PPh3)3.

via development of an intense blue color. When the capsules are
embedded in coatings, they break upon damage of the coating and
highlight the damaged spots. The visually highlighted spots can be
erased through interaction of the dye with diﬀerent self-healing
compounds or byproducts of self-healing reactions and subsequent color deletion. Hence, the system can be applied to monitor
the appearance and healing of damage in coatings by introducing
a second type of reported capsular28,36 or vascular systems46 to
release the healing compounds (alkyne and azide, epoxy amine,
PDMS, etc.). We envision that our reversible self-reporting system
with high versatility can be applied in a new generation of selfreporting coatings which have multiple autonomous functions to
monitor the whole health cycle of artificial materials.

Experimental section
Materials
Crystal violet lactone (CVL, 97%) was obtained from Alfa Aesar
(USA), and phenyl acetate was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
(USA). Poly(methyl methacrylate) (Mw is 120 000 g mol1 as
determined by GPC) and LUDOXs HS-30 (30 wt% dispersion)
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (USA), chloroform (4 99%)
was obtained from Acros Organics (Belgium), and aqueous HCl
solution (1 mol L1) was obtained from Carl Roth (Germany).
For the model coating experiment, a waterborne polymeric
coating (Mowiliths DHS S1, Celanese, Germany) was kindly
donated by Celanese Corporation and was used as the coating
matrix material. The multivalent azide and the multivalent

56 | Mater. Horiz., 2018, 5, 51--58

alkyne (equimolar ratio) and Cu(I)Br(PPh3)3 (1 mol%, 98%,
Sigma-Aldrich, USA) were used for the damage self-healing tests.
The synthesis of these healing chemicals35 is briefly described as
follows: for the synthesis of the multivalent alkyne (trimethylolpropane tripropargyl ether) (Fig. S8, ESI†), trimethylolpropane
(97%, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was converted with propargyl bromide (80% in toluene, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) at 60 1C for 41 hours
in the presence of sodium hydroxide (99%, Grüssing, Germany)
as a deprotonating agent and tetra-n-butylammonium bromide
(99%, TCI, Belgium) as a phase transfer catalyst; the crude
product was purified by column chromatography. The structures
of the multivalent alkyne were determined with a SHIMADZU
GCMS-QP2010 gas chromatograph mass spectrometer. The multivalent azide (((2-((2-acetoxy-3-azidopropoxy)methyl)-2-ethylpropane1,3-diyl)bis(oxy))bis(3-azidopropane-1,2-diyl) diacetate) was prepared
in a two-step synthesis (Fig. S9, ESI†). Therefore, ring opening of
trimethylolpropane triglycidyl ether (technical grade, Sigma-Aldrich
USA) and the subsequent azidation reaction were performed in
methanol (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) under refluxing conditions
within 24 h in the presence of sodium azide (99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich,
USA) followed by acetylation with acetic anhydride (99%, SigmaAldrich, USA) which proceeded over 89 hours at room temperature
in DMF (99%, Grüssing, Germany). Diethylenetriamine (99%,
Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and ethanol (4 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich, USA)
were used for the color deletion tests.
Preparation of damage self-reporting nanocapsules
The three-component nanocapsules were fabricated by combining
a Pickering emulsion with the solvent evaporation technique.47

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Varied amounts of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) (300 to
1200 mg; for detailed information, see Table S1, ESI†) were first
dissolved in 5 g chloroform. Then, 100 mg crystal violet lactone
(CVL) was dissolved in 1 g phenyl acetate in a separate vessel.
The CVL and PMMA solutions were mixed together in a vessel as
the oil phase. Varied amounts (2.4 g, 3.2 g and 4.8 g) of LUDOXs
HS-30 as an emulsion stabilizer were added to 16.8 g of distilled
water as the continuous phase. The combined phases were mixed
using a vortex for two minutes. The pH of the pre-emulsion was
adjusted to 8.0 by adding 1 M HCl solution. An ultrasonification
tip was used to form the oil in water emulsion under ice bath
cooling (d(tip) = 1/2 inch; 30% or 50% amplitude; 30 s pulse, 10 s
pause; 3 min). The resulting emulsion was rapidly transferred to a
preheated oil bath at 40 1C and stirred at 1000 rpm for 16 hours to
evaporate the chloroform.
Coating fabrication
1 mL of the fabricated nanocapsule dispersion (0.3 g of PMMA
and 3.2 g of silica were used; the applied ultrasound amplitude
was 50%) was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 15 minutes. Then,
the supernatant was removed and the remaining slurry was
coated carefully on the surface of a glass slide. After 1 min of
pre-drying at room temperature (the capsule suspension should
not be dried completely; otherwise, some capsules can prematurely break, resulting in a pale blue color in the final coating
layer), 1 g of Mowiliths DHS S1 was coated on top of the
capsules as a protective layer. Then, the coating was dried
overnight at room temperature. The coating thickness was
96  12 mm (measured by a thickness gage from Mitutoyo
company, Japan). For the mechanical damage tests, a razor
blade (Stanley 28-510) was used to scratch the coating layer and to
form a micro-crack. For the damage healing test, the combined
healing agents, namely a multivalent azide, a multivalent alkyne
and Cu(I)Br(PPh3)3 as a catalyst, were placed onto the damaged
spot to heal the crack for 48 h at room temperature.
Characterizations
The hydrodynamic diameter of the nanocapsules was measured
by DLS (Nano-Zetasizer, Malvern Instruments, UK) at 20 1C
under a scattering angle of 901 at l = 633 nm. The morphologies
of the nanocapsules were observed by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM, JEOL JEM1400, Japan) and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, Hitachi SU8000, Japan). Before the electron
microscopy measurements, 5 mL of diluted dispersion were coated
on a silicon wafer (SEM measurement) or 400-mesh copper grid
(TEM measurement) and dried at room temperature. The topographies of the fabricated capsules in liquid and air environments
were measured using a JPK Nanowizard 3 AFM (JPK Instruments,
Berlin, Germany) using Quantitative Imaging mode. In this
operation mode, data are acquired by recording the force vs.
distance curves for each image pixel position. From this data
set, the height profile of a sample can be reconstructed by
taking the distance at which the repulsive force between the tip
and the sample reaches a fixed value (force set-point). For
deformable samples, this will result in an apparent sample
height value that depends on the selected force set-point and
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the stiﬀness of the sample. We chose this imaging mode because
the adherence of the capsules in liquid to the silicon wafer was too
weak to avoid lateral drift of capsules during intermittent contact
(tapping) mode imaging. The spring constant of the cantilevers
(OMCL-AC240TS-R3, Olympus, Japan) was determined by the
thermal tune method. For the measurements in liquid, a starting
set-point force of 5 nN was used; the force was then increased in
steps of 5 nN until a critical force was reached at which the
capsules collapsed. For the measurements in air, the set-point
force was 5 nN. All the experiments were carried out at room
temperature (20 1C). For chemical analysis of the shells of the
capsules, the SU8000 with an energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer
(EDX) was used to measure the content of silicon and carbon.
Ultraviolet/visible (UV/Vis) spectra of CVL and CVL+ with diﬀerent
chemicals (color developing or deleting agents) were obtained
using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 25 spectrometer. The transparencies of the coating layer without and with capsules were measured
by UV/Vis spectroscopy (wavelength range of 350 to 800 nm).
Lactone ring opening and closure were studied by Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Powder samples and KBr were
ground to prepare pellets for FTIR measurements. Solution
1
H NMR spectra were acquired using a Bruker Avance spectrometer operating at 300 MHz. All chemical shifts were referenced
to the residual proton signals from acetone-d6 (2.05 ppm). The
damage appearance and healing of the coatings were investigated
with a Zeiss Axiophot stereomicroscope (Carl-Zeiss Microscopy
GmbH, Germany) equipped with a digital camera. Diﬀerential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) investigations were performed on a
204F1/ASC Phönix (Netzsch, nitrogen flow of 20 mL min1) in a
temperature range from 20 1C to 250 1C with heating rates of 5,
10, 15 and 20 K min1; alumina crucibles and lids were used.
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